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A. Askenfelt and KL Elenitis 

fibstract- 

~ o m ~ u t k i  pkogl'Bm8 for editifig. and manipulating music in one 
patt  a f e  presented, Melodies can easily be  ceditdd, tfansposed, 
printed, and synthesized. A flexible search program makes i t  
possible, to search for melodical similarities in a large collection 
of melodies. 

Introduction 

During the work with automatic notation of played folk musik (Asken- 

felt 1976) the need for an editing program for music has become obvious 

in order to manipulate the obtained notation. The notation program is 

intended for building up a computer based melody catalogue of one part 

folk melodies. Thus, there i s  also a need for routines for printing 

melodies, processing of nonmelodical information on the melodies (the 

name etc. ) and, especially, possibilities of searching for melodies. 

The search programs must admit the use of both melodical a s  well a s  

nonmelodical information on the melodies a s  search criterions. Pro- 

grams for the purposes mentioned have now been written and tested. 

Editor 

Using an interactive editor program for alfanumerical characters 

a s  the starting point, a program for editing music on a graphical ter -  

minal, has been accomplished. Notation symbols can easily be changed, 

inserted o r  deleted, by issuing a single keystroke. The symbol in the 

notation which i s  to be altered i s  selected by the position of a cursor. 

The se t  of note signs available is shown in three different sizes in Fig. 

I-B- I. The work of furnishing the notation with beams i s  not yet com- 

pleted. After a string of notation symbols has been edited and also 

every time a string i s  read to o r  from the library, the program numbers. 

the bars.  and checks i f  the sum of the note values within all  bars a r e  in 

accordance with the time signature of the melody. Incorrect bars a r e  

printed with inserted arrows in the positions of the beats, Fig. I-B-2, 

in order to help the operator to locate the faults. As the f irst  bar in 

melodies starting with an  up- beat is always incomplete, al l  such bars 

cannot be checked automatically. Such bars may instead be listed for 

manual inspection. 
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Fig. I -B-  1 .  Available notation symbols in three different s izes.  



Fig.  I-B-2. Example of a melody with a n  incorrec t  note value 
in the second b a r .  The a r rows  indicate the beats. 

F ig .  I-B-3. Pathological example of the use  of sea rch  sym- 
bols. The triangle m a r k s  the position in the 
melody where the search  cr i ter ion is fulfilled. 
The sea rch  symbols and their  equivalents in 
the "melody" a r e  manually connected. 
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Before storing the final notation of a melody in the catalogue the ap- 

propriate nonrnelollical information on the melody, e. g. the name, must 

be added. Fo r  this purpose the operator can swap program to a text 

editor and write and 6cEt in alfapumerical characters.  
I 

The melodies a r e  stored in the catalogue in a uniform key (G-major 

o r  e-minor), together with a note on the key used in the performance. 

The melodies can be printed in their original keys o r  transposed to any 

key and/or octave. Inkdrawn copies of the notation can be obtained from 

an incremental plotter. The melodies can also be played by the MUSSE 

synthesizer ( ~ a r s  son 1977), controlled from the computer by a singing 

synthesis program (Carlson & Granstrom 1976). The tempo can be 

changed continuously while playing i s  going on. 
I 
I 

Search programs 

If collecting melodies in a melody -catalogue i s  to be meaning- - i 

ful, there must be means of finding a specific melody or group of melo- 

dies, using both nonmelodical information on the melody, e.  g. the name 

of the melody, the player, the instrument etc.,  a s  well a s  melodical 

characteristics a s  search criterions. The use of melodical search c r i -  

t e r i o n ~  requires knowledge on meloclical similarity. Regarding nlelodic- 

a1 similarity in folk music in Sweden the concept of variant groups 
i 

seems to be of central importance. A considerable amount of the col- 

lected melodies a r e  variants of a few musical ideas. These variants 
I 

have arosen due to the fact that in  the past the melodies were  very sel-  

dom written down; the players learnt the-melodies from each other by .- 
I 

ear.Thus, a s  time went on the melcdies were transformed by the players, 

who added both individual and regional characteristics to the melodies, 

Nevertheless, i t  i s  stil l  obvious that the melodies can be classified in  1 
different groups, each group characterized by a unique musical idea 

.,According to Ermedahl (forthcoming) such a musical idea can often 

be expressed in a condensed form: a few tones "Gerustt6ne" with fixed 

pitches appear in some shape in almost fixed metric positions in al l  
I 

melodies belonging to a co~nrnon group of variants. 

Irl order to accomplish a search for melodies belonging to a certain 

group of variants using the concept of "Geriis ttone" , the search criterion 

must possess a certain amount of flexibility which not can be obtained I 
i 
I 

I 
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by using ordinary notation symbols only. F o r  that purpose a 

special set of search symbols with the following explanations has 

been developed. 

- - one symbol with the given pitch but arbitrary note 
-8- value x -  

one symbol with the given note value but arbitrary $ pitch - 
43 - - one or  more symbols with the given pitch in arbitrary 

metric position within the duration of the givez. -note 
value ("time window" with the note value a s  width) 

, one arbitrary symbol 

& any number of arbitrary symbols within the duration - of the given note value ("filler" with fixed length) - 
t 9  

any number of arbitrary symbols ("filler" without 
fixed length) 

In Fig. I-B-3a an,pathological example of the use of these search 

symbols is given. By using the above search symbols in cornbina- 

tion with normal notation signs i t  is possible to give the computer a 

correct  description of the "GeriisttBne" for a certain group of variants. 

Thus, the computer can automatically find those melodies in a large 

collection whi ch belong to a common group of variants. It is possible 

to limit the search.to a given metrical position in the melodies by 

numbering the bars in the search profile. The search is accomplished 
. . 
in six runs. 

octava low 
original tonality original octave 

octava high 

octava low 
parallel tonality original octave 

octava high 

The search profile for a group of variants collected by Erme- 

dahl i s  shown in Fig. I-B-4 together with a part of the result obtained. 

Further runs using complementary search criterions may be li- 

mited to the melodies found' in the foregoing search. The primary 

search criterion may e. g. be a search profile for a specific group 



*KLIPPINGSHANDSKGR T: DAL305 V:SVAS RULLE 2 

V:WJEDE MS NR 240 SVAS 

V:22Q SV FOLKD NR 217 

Fig.  I-B-4 .  Example  of a s e a r c h  prof i le  fo r  a group of va r ian t s  together with s o m e  
of the found var iantb .  The uppermost  notation staff is the s e a r c h  pro-  
f i le .  The following melodies  a r e  p a r t s  of the r e s u l t s  obtained in  the 
six search runs ,  s e e  text .  "Klippningshandskar" i s  the common name 
of the melodies .  T denotes var iant  group (DAL 305) and V the individ- 
ua l  va r ian t s .  The  "Geriisttdne" of the nlelodies a r e  manually encirc led.  
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of var iants .  By using the s tored  information on the regional origin 

of the melodies in a second search ,  the melodies belonging to  the given 

group of var iants  and originating f rom a cer tain region can be selected. 

Another sea rch  facility available i s  a his togram of the intervals  be- 

tween adjacent tones in  a melody, Fig.  I-B-5. Such his tograms may 

be of value f a r  separating melodies in  groups according to their  age 

o r  regional origin. 

Conclusions I 
Computer programs for  editing and printing even polyphonic music  

exis t  i n  severa l  places (e .  g. Smith 1973; Piszczalski  1977; Christian- 

sen & Lande 1977), sometimes in combination with programs for  ha r -  

monic and melodic analysis.  However, a s  far a s  our  present experience 

has shown, our  system seems  to be a well-suited prototype of a com- 

puter based catalogue for  one voiced melodies. A main point in  this 

work has  been that people using the programs should be able to work 

with no tation symbols exclusively, avoiding a l l  kinds of alfanumerical 

coding. Although many features  could be added to the programs,  e s -  

pecially a s  regards  sea rch  possibilities, the sys tem already seems  to 

form a flexible and powerful tool for  musicologists, who want to do r e -  

search in  the field of relationship between melodies. 
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